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In 1977 Buchsbaum and Eisenbud gave a complete characterization of grade 3 
perfect ideals I of type 1 (i.e., Gorenstein), in a noetherian local ring R. Exploiting 
the fact that a minimal free resolution for R/I has a structure of associative, com- 
mutative, differential graded algebra they also studied successfully the structure of 
grade 3 almost complete intersections ideals. In 1981 and 1982 Kustin and Miller 
studied the structure of Gorenstein ideals of grade4, but they introduced a new 
variable to the problem. They defined the concept of defect of an ideal and they 
found that for grade 4 Gorenstein ideals, the structures vary, in part, according to 
the value of d(l), the defect of I. Later in 1984, Ann Brown in her Ph.D. thesis gave 
a structure theorem for grade 3 perfect ideals of type 2 and defect positive. She also 
proved that for grade 3 perfect ideals of type 2, d(l) can be either 0 or 1. The 
purpose of this paper is to give a structure theorem for grade 3 perfect ideals of 
type 3 and defect 2 or greater. Furthermore, this structure theorem permits us to 
establish that for grade 3, type 3 perfect ideals, d(l) can be tither 0 or 1 or 2 or 4. 
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Let (R, m, k) be a noetherian local ring. Let Z be an ideal of R. The grade 
of Z is the length of a maximal R-sequence contained in Z. The ideal Z is 
called perfect if grade Z= hd,(R/Z). If Z is perfect of grade g, and F: 0 -+ 
Fh- -+ 4 . . . -P Fz jd2 F, +dl R is a minimal free resolution of RJZ, the type of 
Z is defined as rank F,, or equivalently it is the dimension over k of 
Ext;( R/Z, k). 
Consider the complex F@ F; any comparison map from F @ F to F 
which covers the multiplication map (R/Z) OR (R/Z) + R/Z. induces the 
usual algebra on the homology A = TorR(R/Z, k). (See Cartan and 
Eilenberg 16, chapter XI].) Let C be the image of dz in F, and let K be the 
R-submodule of C generated by the Koszul relations on the entries of d,. 
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The map d,: F, -+ C is a minimal surjection, and d, 0 1 carries ni onto 
K@ k. Consequently: 
dim, A: = dim,(K@ k) = dim,(K+ mC)/mC. 
In other words dim, nf is just the maximum number of Koszul relations 
that can occur as rows in a matrix for d, (we always let the rows of a 
matrix represent he images of basis elements). This number is called the 
defect of Z, we will denote it by d(Z). It was introduced by Kustin and 
Miller [lo] in order to study the structure of Gorenstein ideals of grade 4. 
They have found that, except for the complete intersections, 0 6 d(Z) 6 
$ rank F2, and the structure theorems vary, in part, according to the value 
of d(Z). In case that Z has type 1 (Gorenstein), d(Z) is zero unless Z is a 
complete intersection and F is the Koszul resolution. What happens if type 
is bigger than one? In the type 2 case, considering that Z has grade 3, and it 
can be minimally generated by n > 4 elements, Ann Brown [2] has given 
an answer. She proved that in this case either d(Z) = 0 or d(Z) = 1, and she 
gave a structure theorem in the case of d(Z) = 1. 
In this paper we study the type 3 case, proving that if the number of 
generators n is bigger than or equal to 6, then d(Z) G 2. If n = 5, d(Z) can 
be 4. In any event when d(Z) > 2 we give a structure theorem for I. 
As in [S], [2] and [lo] has been crucial the algebra structure that we 
can put on the resolution F of R/Z. In our case because the length of F is 3 
we know by Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [5, Prop. 1.31 that F has the 
structure of a commutative associative differential graded algebra. Also, we 
use a result by Weyman [ 14, Theorem 4.11 in which he gives useful 
classification of all possible multiplicative structures on the graded algebra 
A = TorR(R/Z, k), when hd,(R/Z) = grade I= 3. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin by establishing the notation needed in the manipulation of 
pfaflians. 
Let T be an n x n alternating matrix (i.e., T is a square matrix such that 
‘T = -T) with entries in a commutative ring R. The determinant of this 
matrix is a perfect square in R, and the pfaffian of T, denoted by Pf( T) is a 
uniquely determined square root. See Artin [ 1, p. 1401. 
If r < n we denote by Pf,, ,,., i, (T) the pfaflian of the alternating submatrix 
of T formed by deleting rows and columns i,, . . . . i,. 
Let (i) denote the multi-index i,, iz, . . . . i,. Define o(i) to be 0 if (i) has a 
repeated index and otherwise to be the sign of the permutation that 
rearranges i , , . . . . i, in ascending order. 
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Let lit = I:= 1 i, and let 
Tc;, = ( - 1 p + ’ a(i) Pf,,,( T). (1) 
If r = n let TCi, = ( - 1 )li’ + I o(i), and if r > n let Tti, = 0. 
We have the following formula to expand Pf( T) in terms of pfaffians of 
lower order: 
Pf(T)= f: 1,T,. 
i= 1 
(2) 
Also zy=, t,T&=O if kf j. 
Applying this formula to an augmented matrix formed by repeating a 
row and corresponding column of T we get 
(3) 
for any fixed Jo ( 1, . . . . a). The next result follows also from (2). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let T be an n x n fflternating matrix. suppose that a, h, c, d, 
e are different elements of ( 1, . . . . tr). Then 
(1) XI=, tri Tiat, = -6, T, + Sit, To, where S,, is the Kronecker’s delta. 
(2) x7= 1 t v Tiabc = Sj, The - Sjh Tu,. + Sj,. Tab. 
(3) XI= 1 toTiohcd= -djaTbc, + djbTm,- hjcTa,,+ ajdTa,c- 
(4) CY= 1 tvTiutrde = djo Tbcde- ajb Tw, + hjc Tame - 6jdTutxo + ajeTu,c,. 
Let (R, m, k) be a noetherian local ring. 
DEFINITION. Let Z and .Z be ideals of R of grade g. We will say that Z is 
linked to J if there is an R-sequence x1, . . . . X~E Zn .Z such that 
J= (X,, “., x,)9 
We have the following result that is fundamental in our work. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [2, Theorem 2.61. Let Z be a perfect ideal of grade g 
in a noetherian ring R. Let x = (x,, . . . . xg) be a maximal regular R-sequence 
in I. Let F be a projective resolution of length g of R,JZ with F, = R. Let K be 
the Koszul resolution of R/(X). Let h: K --, F be a map of complexes induced 
by inclusion of(x) in I. Then, the reducedform of the mapping cone of h* is 
a projective resolution of length g of R/J, where J= (x :I). 
The importance of this proposition is that knowing the structure of J 
and if F and a minimal free resolution of R/J have the structure of an 
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associative, commutative differential graded algebra, then we can get the 
structure of 1, under suitable hypothesis on I and J. 
Let R be a commutative ring, and let 
P: 4 . ..L!!+P.~ P,---+ R 
be a projective resolution of a cyclic R-module R/Z, where Z= im(d,). 
It is well known that we can see P as a differential graded R-module with 
differential Ct. Also P Ofi P is a complex with differential D satisfying 
D(~~~~~,)=d(x~)~x~+(-l)~x~~d(x~), where each x,EP,, and any 
comparison map m: POP + P covering the natural map (R/l) QR 
(R/I) -+ R/I makes P into a homotopy-associative, homotopy-commutative 
differential graded algebra. 
Buchsbaum and Eisenbud have proved more; we quote here their results 
without proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.3 (Prop. 1.1, [S]). The resolution of a cyclic R-module 
may be given the structure of a commutative, homotopy-associative dtfferen- 
tial graded algebra. 
If we denote m(x, 0 xi) = xixj, commutativity will mean xixj = ( - 1)” xjxi 
and xixi = 0 tf i is odd. 
Also they proved that if Pi= 0 for i24, then associativity follows from 
homotopy-associativity, that is, 
PROPOSITION 1.4 (Prop. 1.3, [5]). With the notation as above, tf P, = 0 
for n 2 4, then P is a commutative, associative differential graded algebra. 
We end this section with Brown’s characterization of almost complete 
intersection grade 3 ideals. 
Let R be a local noetherian ring with maximal ideal m; a perfect ideal of 
grade g is an almost complete intersection if it can be generated by g + 1 
elements. 
PROPOSITION I.5 (Prop. 6.4, [2] ). Let n be an even integer, n > 4. Let R 
be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m. Let J be a grade 3 almost 
complete intersection of type n - 3. Then, there is an n x n alternating matrix 
T, which has entries in m, and is such that J = (Pf( T), T,,, Tk3, Tz3). 
Furthermore a minimal free resolution of R,fJ is 
DP 02 DI L:O- L,----+ L2- L,- R, 
where rank L, =n- 3, rank L, = n, rank L, = 4, and the maps given in 
matrix form are 
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&=E]> r.[ r/34 ‘; -j ;.]> 
123n 3n 2n Ill 
and D, consists of rows 4, . . . . n of - T = ‘T. 
Remark. From the proof of this theorem one can deduce if J= 
(cl, c2, c3, cd) with c = (c,, c2, c,), a regular R-sequence, that either 
(1) c,=T,~, c2=T13, c3=Pf(T), c~=T~~, or 
(2) c, = T,,, c2 = T,,, c3 = T,,, cq = Pf(T). 
In the case where n > 4 is an odd integer we also have 
PROPOSITION 1.6 (Prop. 6.5, [a]). Let n be an odd integer, n > 3. Let R 
be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m. Let J be a grade 3 almost 
complete intersection of type n - 3. Then, there is an n x n alternating matrix 
with entries in m such that J= (T,, T2, T,, T,,,). Furthermore a minimal 
free resolution of R/J is 
4 D2 DI L:O- L,- L,- L,- R, 
where rank L, = n - 3, rank L, =n, rank L, = 4, and the maps, given in 
matrix form are 
D, = D,= 
‘TI23 0 0 -T,’ 
O T,23 0 -- T2 
o o T123 -T3 
T 234 -T134 T124 - T4 
.i3, - k3. i,, -in. 
and D, consists of the rows 4, . . . . n of - T= ‘T. 
Remark. From the proof of this theorem one can deduce if J= 
(c,, c2, c3, cd) with c = (c,, c2, c,), a regular R-sequence, that either 
(1) c~=TI, c~=TZ, ~3=T3, ~q=T123, or 
(2) CI = T123, c2=Tz, c3=T,, c4=T3. 
Finally we record some products in the multiplicative structure on L for n 
even and n odd. 
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PROPOSITION 1.7. (a) With the same notation as in Proposition 1.5, let 
{e,}, {vj], {uk) be the chosen bases of L,, Lz, L,, respectively; then an 
algebra structure on L is given by the products: 
” 
ele2= 1 '3j"j, 
n-3 n-3 
ele2e3= 1 Tlj+3uj, ele3e4= 1 T3j+3uj 
j= I j= 1 j= I 
e,e,= - f tzjvi, 
n-3 
ele2e4= C Gj+,uj 
j=l ,= I 
e2e3e4 = - i T123j+3Uj, 
n-3 
e,e4= C tljvj 
j= 1 j= 1 
e2e3 = ul, e2e4 = v2, e3e4=v3. 
(b) With the same notation as in Proposition 1.6, let (e,}, {vi}, {uk} 
be the chosen bases of L,, L,, L,, respectively; then an algebra structure on 
L is given by the products: 
” n-3 n-3 
e1e2 = C ‘31vj, e,e2e3= 1 Tj+3Ujy e1e3e4 = 1 Tl3ji+3uj 
j=l .j= 1 j=l 
e,e,= - i tzjvj, 
n-3 
ele2e4= c Tl21+3Uj 
j= 1 ,=I 
n-3 
e2e3e4 = 2 T23j+3ujy e2e3= i t,jv.j 
j= 1 /=I 
e,e,= -v,, e2e4= -v2, e3e4= -u3. 
Proof (a) From the matrix of D2 in Proposition 1.5, we get 
e2e3 = vI, e2e4=v2, and e3e4 = v3. 
The expressions for e, e,, e 1 e3 follow directly from the formulas 
,g, tii T, = Pf( T), ,c, t,T,=O if k# j, 
and 
(Lemma 1.1(2) with a = 1, b = 2, c = 3) together with the fact that the 
differential D is compatible with the multiplication, i.e., 
D,(e,e,) = D,(e,) ej- D,(ej) ei 
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To obtain the expression for e,eze3, e,e2e4, e,e3e4, and e2e3e4, we must 
use the injectivity of D, together with the formula for eiej established 
before, the compatibility of D with the multiplication and the known 
properties of the pfaftians. For example, 
on the other hand 
Since C;=, 
DAC;,: T 
t,T,=Pf(T) and C;=l t,Tg=O if k#j, then D3(e1e2e3)= 
,,+3~I). By injectivity we are done. The formulas for e, e2e3 
and e, ejea follow the same pattern. The expression for e2e3 e4 uses 
Lemma 1.1(2) with c1= 1, b=2, c=3; in fact, 
On the other hand, 
D3(e2e34 = Tew- Tx3e2e4 f Tz3e2e3 
= f ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i= 1 
Now we apply Lemma 1.1(2) and we get 
n-3 
D3(w3e4) = D3 - C 
.j= I 
By injectivity we are done. 
(b) This proof follows the same pattern as in (a). 
2. A STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR TYPE 3 AND DEFECT 22 
Let I be a perfect grade 3 ideal in a noetherian local ring (R, m, k). Let 
F:O+F, -+d3F2 +dzFi -+ ‘I R -+ R/I -+ 0 be a minimal free resolution for 
R/I. Assume also that the minimal number of generators for I is n 2 4. By 
Weyman (Theorem 4.1), we can characterize the multiplication on 
Tor’?(R/Z,k). Let {e,}, {vi} b e b ases of F, and F2, respectively; then we 
have the possibilities: 
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A,: e,ej = uj-, for 2 <j< p and any other product is zero modulo m. 
B: e,ez=v, 
e,e3 = v2 
e2e3 = u3 and any other product is zero modulo m. 
C: e,ei is zero moduio m for every pair (i, j). 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume I as above then 
(a) If A, holds for some p, then we can choose (ei} and {uj} such that 
d,(e,), d,(e,), d,(e,) is a regular R-sequence and A, still holds. 
(b) If I3 hoods, then we can choose (e,] and (u,) such that d,(e,), 
d,(ez), d,(e,) is a regtdar R-sequence and B still holds. 
ProoJ: (a) Let {eil and {vi) be bases for F, and F2, respectively, such 
that A, holds for some p. Let d,(eJ = ri for i= 1, . . . . n, i.e., I= (r,, . . . . r,). 
Let {P,, . . . . P, j = Ass(R), because grade I= 3, I Ct Pi for all i. Thus 
I ct PI v .‘. v P,. Then by Kap~ansky ES, Theorem 1241, there are 
a, , . . . . a ,*-, &Rsuchthatx,=r,+C;=Zai-,ri&P,u..-uP,=Z(R). 
Now let {P,, . . . . P,> = Ass(R/(x,)), because x, 4 Z(R), grade (Pi) = 1 for 
all i, then I & P, for every i, and therefore I cf P, u . . . v P,. 
By the same argument as above, there are b,, . . . . b,_ 1 4 R such that 
and then x,, x2 is a regular R-sequence. 
Finally consider {P, , . . . . P, f = Ass( R/(x,, x2)); again we can say I (f 
P, v ... u P, thus there exist cl, . . . . c,_ , E R such that 
x3=r3- 5 c,-1ri$Z(R/(k,,x,)). 
r=4 
So xl, x2, x3 is a regular R-sequence. Then if we consider the subset (ei} 
of F, with 
e; =el -I- i ai-,ei 
i=2 
e;=e,-t- i bi--ei 
i=3 
e;=e,-t- 2 cimlei 
i=4 
el= ej for 4<i<n 
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then we have a basis for F,, such that d,(e;), d,(e;), d,(e;) is a regular 
R-sequence in Z and also {vi} with ui = e’, eJ+ I for 1 < j d p - 1, and ui = uj 
for j > p, is a basis for I;;. 
(b) Let (ei} and {uj> b e b ases for F, and Fz, respectively, such that 
B holds. Using a similar argument as in (a) we get the bases {ei}, {uj} 
for F, and F?, respectively, such that d,(e;), d,(e;), d,(e;) is a regular 
R-sequence in Z, and 
e;=e,+ jJ aielei 
i=l 
e;=e,+ i b,-,e, 
i=3 
e;=e,+ i cielei 
i=4 
e( = ej for i = 4, . . . . n, 
and u; = e’, e;, u;=e;e;, u;=e;e;, u,I=uj for j>4. 
LEMMA 2.2, Assume type (I) = 3 and defect greater or equal than 2, then 
the multiplication B cannot be considered. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(b) there exist bases {e,}, { uj} for F, and F,, 
respectively, such that B holds and d,(e,), d,(e,), d,(e3) is a regular 
R-sequence. Let me denote Z= {x1, . . . . xn}, x=x,, x2, x3. Let K: 0 + 
K3 + ” Kz -Pi* K, --+‘I R be the Koszul resolution for R/(x). Consider an 
algebra map 4: K + F induced by the inclusion (x) c Z and determined by 
the algebra structure on F given by B and by the choice 
1+4,=[! % i __I i], &,=id,. 
If {z+} denotes the chosen basis for F3, and e, e2e3 = g, ui + g, u2 + g, u3 
with gi E R, then the reduced form of the mapping cone of d* gives a 
resolution for R/(x:Z), with (x:Z)= (x, g,, g,, g3). Thus x,e,e,--x,e,e, + 
x3el e2 = d,(e,e,e,) = CT=, g, d3(ui). So if d3(ui) = xi a,uj, then we have 
,.. xl = gla13 + gza23 + g3a3, 
-x2 = gla12 + g2az2 + g3a3, 
x3 = glall + g2a2, + g3a3,. 
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Hence (x :I) = (g, , g,, g,); therefore, I is an almost complete intersection 
contradicting the hypothesis n > 4. 
Now we are ready to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let I be a grade 3 perfect ideal with minimal number 
of generators equal to n > 4. Assume type I = 3 and d(I) > 2. Then I is linked 
to an almost complete intersection of type n - 3. 
Proof: By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 there exist bases {ei}, { uj} of F, and F,, 
respectively, such that e, ej = vi-, for 2< j<d(Z)+ 1, and d,(e,), d,(e,), 
d,(e,) is a regular R-sequence in I. 
Let Z= {x,, . . . . x,}, also let {us} be the chosen basis for F, and let 
e, e2e3 = g, U, + g2u2 + g, u3 for some g,‘s in R. Let K be the Koszul resolu- 
tion for R/(x), x=x,, x2, xj. Define an algebra map 4: K + F induced by 
the inclusion (x) c Z and determined by the algebra structure on F and the 
choice do = id, and 
Then the reduced form of the mapping cone of d* gives a resolution for 
R/(x:0 and (x:1) = (x, g,, g,, g3). 
Let d,(ui) = cjn=+: ago,, then ele2e3 = Cf=, g,u, implies x,e2e3- 
x,e,e3+x3e,e2=~,“f~(g,a,i+g2a2,+g3a3i)vj.Sincee,e,=vj_,for2~ j< 
d(Z) - 1 and d(Z) > 2 we have 
axI +x3 = glall + g2azl + g3a3, some aeR 
Px1-x2=g laf2 + g2a2, + g3a3, some /?E R. 
Therefore x2, x3E(x,, g,, g2, g3), i.e., (x:z)=(xl, g,, g2, g3). Since 1 is 
minimally generated by n > 4 elements, I cannot be an almost complete 
intersection, i.e., (x : I) cannot be Gorenstein. Hence {xi, g, , g,, g3} is a 
minimal set of generators for (x :I). 
In order to establish our main theorem we need one lemma more. 
LEMMA 2.3. With the notation as in Proposition 2.1, g, , g,, g, can be 
chosen such that x,, g,, g, is a regular R-sequence. 
Proof: Let {e,}, {u,}, {u3} be the bases for F,, F2, F3 considered in the 
proof of Proposition 2.1. Let g,, g,, g, E R such that e,e2e3 = C:=, giui. 
Let {P, , . . . . P3) =Ass(R/(x,)), so grade (Pi)= 1 for every i, then 
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(x:Z) & P, for all i, and so (x:Z) 6: P, w a.. u P,. Then there exist a,, u2, 
a3 E R such that 
~,x,~gl+a,g,~a,g34Plu ... up3 
g’,=g,+a,g,+a,g,#P,u *a+ uP~=z(R/(x,)). 
Now let (P,, . . . . P,> = Ass(R/(xi3 g,)) then by a similar argument as above 
there exist b,, b,, b, E R such that 
b,x,+b,g;+g,+b3g3#P,u ... UP,. 
Thus g;=g,+b,g,$P,u ... uP,=Z(R/(x,, g;)). Then x,, g;, g; is a 
regular R-sequence. 
Replacing u2 with u2 - u2ul and u3 with u3 - b,u, + (b,a, - a,) u1 we 
have e,e2e3 = g;u, + g;u2+ g3u3. 
Remark 1. Replacing x2 with x2 - px, and x3 with x3 +/Ix,, we may 
assume that the regular sequence x1, x2, x3 has been chosen so that 
x2=afgl+a2g2+a3g3; aiEm 
x,=b,g,+b,g,+b,g,; bjem. 
Now we are ready for our main theorem. We mention the same notation as 
above. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Z be a grade 3 perfect ideal, minimally generated by 
n > 4 elements. Zf type I = 3 and d(I) 2 2, then there exist an n x n alternating 
matrix T = (tij) with entries in m and a matrix 
with entries in m such that: 
(1) Zf n > 3 is odd, then either 
or 
I= (T123r aI T, + a2 T2 + a3 I;, fl, T1 + p2 T2 + p3 T3, 
A3T,2~+A,T,,+dlT23j:4~ j<nn), 
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where Ai is the determinant of the 2 x 2 submatrix of X obtained by deleting 
the i column. 
(2) Zf n > 4 is even, then either 
Z=(Pf(T),a,T,,+a,T,,+a,T,,,P,T,,+P,T,,+B,T,,, 
A,Tv+A,T,j+A,T,,u:46j~n) 
Z=(T,,,cr,Pf(T)+cr,T,,+~,T,,,B,Pf(T)+B,T,,+S,T,,, 
A3T,,+A*T*j+AlT123j:4~ j<n). 
Proof: (1) Assume n > 3 is an odd integer, then by Brown [2, 
Prop. 6.53 and its proof we have two choices for the generators x1, g,, g,, 
g, of J, knowing that x1, g, , g, is a regular R-sequence. Either 
(a) xl=Tl, gl=Tz, g2=T3, g,=T,,,+c,Tl+c,T,+c3T3;ci~R; 
or 
(b) xl = Tm, g, = T,, g,= T2, g,=T,+c,T,+c,T,+c,T,,,; 
CUE R. 
Any other choice is essentially one of these. 
Let .I= (T, , T2, T3, Tlz3). Let L be the known minimal free resolution of 
R/J. Let K be the Koszul resolution of R/(x), and let {e,}, {vi}, {ui}, {w,} 
denote the chosen bases for L1 , L,, L,, and K1 , respectively. Let h: K + L 
be induced by the inclusion of (x) in J, and determined by h, and the 
algebra structure on L, Proposition 1.7. 
(a) By the equations in Remark 1, we have 
x2 = a, T2 + a2 T, + a3( T,,, + cl T, + cz T2 + c3 T3) 
and 
x3 = 6, T, + b, T3 + b,( T,,, + cl T, + c2 T2 + c3 T3). 
So replacing x2 with x2 -a3cLx1 and x3 with x3 - b3clx1, we may assume 
~2 = ~1 T2 + ~12 T3 + a3 Tu3 
x,=P,T2+hT,+AT,,, 
with cli, pie m. 
Thus we can choose 
1 0 0 0 
h, = [ 0 a1 a2 a3 
0 Bl B* 83 
1 , 
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i.e., hr(w,)=e,, hl(w,)=a,e,+cr,e,+a,e, and h,(w,)=/3,ez+ 
flze3 + flXe4. Since the reduced form of the mapping cone of h* resolves R/I, 
we see that 
where 
n-3 
-t- (a,83-a3B,)ele2e4+(a2P3-a382)ele3e4 
Thus 
n-3 n-3 
iFl L”i= 1 (d3Ti+3 +d2TL2i+3+dIT13i+3~Ui, 
i=l 
where di is the determinant of the 2 x 2 submatrix of 
obtained by deleting the i column. So 
In order to compute a resolution for R/Z we need to compute h2. Using 
again Proposition 1.7 we know that 
h,(w, A w2) = (aI f31 -a,t,, -a3) VI + 1 (a,t3j-a2f2j) uj. 
j=2 
Now the reduced form of the mapping cone of h* gives the following 
resolution for R/Z. 
c(h*): 0 - LQ-b Lz*$&+‘; L:$K:“; K,*, 
276 
where 
4; = 
4= 
t41 
t42 
I43 
0 
t 4n 
0 
0 
0 
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fn-3 
--x2 
Xl 
x3 I 
..t,, Blt3l-Bztzl-B3 
. . t n2 B1 t32 
. . t n3 -At23 
. . t n4 B,t34-82t24 
. . 0 81 t3n i B2 t2n 
. . 0 -x3 
. . 0 0 
. 0 Xl 
0 
A3fn-Az 
Ajt,,--d, 
A3t,, 
A3t,n 
0 
-x3 
x2 
aI fjl -a2fZ1 -a3 
alt32 
-a2t23 
aI t3, - a2 f24 
al t3, - a2fZn 
--x2 
Xl 
0 
- T,23 o 0 - T234 ... - Tz3” 1 0 0 
i -:123 -F 
T 
b;= 0 aI PI 
123 
-:34 1:: -T;:: 
124 0 a2 
Tl T2 T3 T, . . . T,, 0 a3 193  P2 ' 
Then after deleting extraneous summands we get a minimal free resolution 
E:O- E3- ” E,- 42 E,-% R 
rank E3 = 3, rank E, = n + 2, rank El = n, and 
fi . 
d,= f.L 
[: 
--x2 
XI 
x3 . 
43= 
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PI f31 - 82h - 83 0 a1 t31 -w21-a3 
B, t32 A3tu--A2 al f32 
-P2h3 A3tn--A, - a2 ?23 
Elf34 - C12f24 
0 - Tm 0 T 134 -** 
0 0 -T,,, -TT,,, . . . 
T, T2 T3 T4 ..a 
- 
“1 t3, -a,*, 
X^t 
0 
277 
where T’ consists of the columns 4, ,.., n of ‘T. 
(b) Following the same pattern as in (a) but taking 
we are done. 
(2) Let n > 4 be an even integer, then by Brown [Z, Prop. 6.4 and its 
proof] we have two choices for the generators x,, g,, g,, g,, knowing that 
x1, g,, g, is a regular R-sequence. Either 
(a) x1 = T,,, g, = T139 g,=Pf(T), g3=T23+~1T12+~:!T13+ 
c3 Pf( 3”); ci E R; or 
(b) XI = Pft T), g, = Tn, g, = Tn, g, = T23 + ~1 Pf(T) -I- cz T,, + 
c,T,,; c,ER. 
Because n > 4 is even we also know that J= (Pf( T), Ti2, T13, T23). Let L be 
the known minimal free resolutions of R/J. Let K = K(x) with x =x1, x2, 
xj be the Koszul resolution of R/(x). Let (e,>, {vi], (ui), (w,j denote the 
chosen bases for L,, L2, L3, and K,, respectively. Let h: K -+ L be induced 
by the inclusion of (x) in J, and determined by h, and the algebra structure 
on L, Proposition 1.7. Now we follow the same pattern as in (1) and we get 
the result. 
Remark 2. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we also get minimal free 
resolution in each case. We write down this resolution here. 
Case 1.b. I = (T123, alTl + a2T2 + a3T3, PITI + l&T2 + P3T3, 
481 123.2-2 
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A, T,, + A, T,, + A 1 Tz,j; 4 < j G n). A minimal free resolution for R/Z 
looks like 
O-E,----+ ” E2-% 41 E,- R- RfZ---+0, 
with rank E, = 3, rank E, = n + 2, rank E, = n, and 
fi 
(j= f.L [I --x2 Xl x3 
T’ 
42= 
o...o 
o...o 
0 0 - T23.4 “’ 
-T123 0 T 134 ... 
0 -T,23 -T124 ... 
-T23n al fi1 
T 13n a2 B2 
- Tlzn a3 P3 I 
PI A3h -A2tzl al 
P2 A3tx-Altn ~2 
83 Alf13-A2f123 a3 
0 A3t34-A2h+Altu 0 
0 A3t3n-Aztz,+A,t,n 0 
0 -x3 Xl 
Xl x2 0 
where T’ consists of the columns 4, . . . . n of ‘T, x1 = T,23, x2 = 
C:=, aiTi, X,=c,“=, BiTi, and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ with 
i = 1, . . . . n - 3. 
CLZM 2.a. Z = (Pf(T), al T,z + a2T13 + a3 T13, PI T12 + fl2T13 + 
/13T23, A, Tlj + A2Tzj + A, Tl23j; 4 < j < n). A minimal free resolution 
for RfZ looks like 
O-Es&E,- ‘= E, 81 R - R/Z- 0, 
with rank E, = 3, rank E, = n + 2, rank El = n, and 
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[ 
0 
h= -Tl2 
0 
0 0 - T1234 . . . - T123n a, PI 
0 T T24 . . . T2, a2 P2 
-T12 -TIi -T,, ... -T,, a3 fl, 1 
82 - Bl t31 -A3t2, a2 -aI t3, 
83-Elf32 A2tl2 a3 - al t32 
0 -Adt23+A2t13+A1 0 
-P It34 --3b,+A2f,4 -a1 t34 
9 
-A t3n -A3fzn + A,t,n -alt3n 
--x3 
x2 
Xl 
0 
I 
where T’ consists of the columns 4, . . . . n of ‘T, xl = Pf( T), x2 = a, T12 + 
~2Tl3+~3T23~ ~3=plTlz+PzT13+P3Tz3, andfi=A,T,j+,+A,T,,+,+ 
A, T,23i+, with i= 1, . . . . n - 3. 
Case 2.b. Z = (Pf(T), ~1 Tl2 + a2T13 + a,T,,, j?, T12 + 82T13 + 
p3 T23, A3 T, + A, Tzj + A, T3j; 4 < j < n). A minimal free resolution for 
R/Z looks like 
O-E,& E2- ” El & R - R/Z-----+ 0, 
with rank E, = 3, rank E, = n + 2, rank El = n, and 
Tl3 T23 0 - T34 ... - T3,, al 8, 
T23 T24 . . . Tz,, a2 82 
-T12 -T13 -T14 ... -Tl, a3 b3 1 
280 
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B1 t31 - B2fZI A3 ~lt3l--zt21 
T’ B,f32+83fn A2 al t3, + a3t12 
-Bzh + &tn A, -a2t23 + a3t13 
B1t34-B2t24+83t14 0 a1 t3, - a2t2, + a3 tld 
B,t3n-82t2n+83t,n 0 aI t3, -a2t2n+a3tl, 
o...o 0 -x3 Xl 
o...o Xl x2 0 
where T’ consists of the columns 4, . . . . n of ‘T, x1 = Pf( T), x2 = a1 T,, + 
a2T13+a3T23, X3=P1T12+82~13+P3~23, andfi=A3T,i+,+A2T2i+,+ 
A, T,;, 3 with i = 1, . . . . n - 3. 
We end this paragraph with a corollary. 
COROLLARY. With the same notation as Theorem 2.1, if n 3 6 then 
d(I) < 2, and if d(Z) = 2 the structure of I is given by Theorem 2.1. If n = 5 
then d(Z) is either 0 or 1, or 2 or 4. If d(Z) = 2 or 4 then the structure of Z is 
given by Theorem 2,l. 
ProoJ Let 0 -+ E, -+ @’ E, -+ 62 E, -+41 R be a minimal free resolution for 
R/I. Let (ei: i = 1, . . . . n} and { vj: j = 1, . . . . n + 2) be the chosen bases for E, 
and E,, respectively. From the proof of Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2 we get 
if n>6 and (k,j)#(1,2) and (1,3), eiejEmE, and e,e,=v,, e,e,=v,. 
Then if n 2 6 and d(l) > 2, then d(l) = 2. 
If n = 5, then d(Z) can be 4, as is the case if we choose x, = T,23, g, = T,, 
g, = T2, g, = T3 + c1 TI + c2 T2 + c3 Tl23 with ci E R. Because then 
ele2 = v2, ele3=vl, ele4= -v,, e,e,=v, 
and 
e,e, E mE, if (6 j) # (1,2), (1, 3), (1,4), (1, 5). 
3. THE GENERIC EXAMPLES 
In this section we establish some generic examples of the classes of the 
ideals that we characterized in Section 2. 
We start by recording the following result given by Hochster and Eagon 
in [7]. 
F~OFQSITION 3.1. Let R be a noetherian ring and let F = [fi, . . . . f,] be a 
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1 x n matrix with entries in R such that (f, , . . . . f,,) has grade g. Let X be an 
n x m matrix of indeterminants over R. 
(1) If m < g, then the entries of the matrix FX form a regular 
R [ Xl-sequence. 
(2) Zf m < g and R is a domain, then the entries of FX generate a 
prime ideal in R[X]. 
Let us consider the following situation. Let T be an n x n antedating 
matrix, let 
x=L: *,: %:I 
be a 2 x 3 generic matrix, and let R = Z[ T, X]. 
As an application of the above proposition we have the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. If n is an odd number, then T,, ~1, T2 + a2T3 + ~1~ T123, 
PI TZ + AT3 + I% TQX and T,z~, ~,T,+GT~+QT~> DIT,+PzT~+AT~ 
are regular R-sequences. 
(2) Zf n is an etien number, then T12, a, Pf(T)+ a,T,, +a,Tz3, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ and WTh al TU + a2 T13 + a3 T23, PI T12 + 
& T,, + /I3 Tz3 are regular R-sequences. 
ProoJ (l)(a) Let F= [T,23SS.T,2n] be a 1 xn-2 matrix. Let 
By Lemma 1.1(l) cJz3 tiiT,2j=8i,TZ-bi2T,. So FY= [T2- T,]. 
Since ( Tlzi: 3 < j,< n) is a grade 3 ideal, then by Proposition 3.1(2), 
(T,, T2) is a prime ideal and T,, T2 is a regular R-sequence. 
Since T, 4 ( T1, T,), then T1, T2, T3 is a regular R-sequence. Also grade 
(T, , T,, T3, T,23) is 3. Then (T,, T3, TIZ3) is a grade 2 ideal in R/( T,). 
Therefore, T, , a, T2 + a2 Tj + a3 T,23, PI T2 + flZ T3 + /I3 T, 23 is a regular 
R-sequence. 
(b) Let F= CT12345 e-s Ti234nl and 
t4s 
Y= [I ; . t4n 
Since ( T,,,,j: 5 < j< n) is a grade 3 ideal and T,,, = ~~=S t,jT,2,4j, i.e., 
FY= CT,,,]. Then by Proposition 3.1, Tlz3 is a non-zero divisor in R. Also 
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grade (T, , T,, T3) > 2 in R/( T,,,), then again by Proposition 3.1, TIz3, 
CI, T, + a2 T2 + a3 T3, /?, T, + /I2 T, + /I3 T, is a regular R-sequence. 
(2)(a) Since T12 = CJz4 t3jT123j and ( T123j: 4 6 j< n) is a grade 3 
ideal, we can apply Proposition 3.1 with F= [T,,,, . . . T,,,,], 
f34 
Y= 
[I 
; , 
t3lJ 
-- 
and therefore T12 is a non-zero divisor in R. Also grade (Pf(T), T,3, T,,) 
= 2 in R/( T12). Then again an application of Proposition 3.1 shows that 
T 129 a, Pf( T) + a2 T,, + a3 Tz3, PI Pf( T) + /I2 T13 + /I3 T23 is a regular 
R-sequence. 
(b) Take F= [T12.ssT1,], 
t,2 
Y= [I i . tin 
Because grade (T,: 2 d j< n) = 3 and Pf(T) = xi”-2 tiiTii, then 
Proposition 3.1 implies Pf( T) is a non-zero divisor in R. Since grade 
(T,*, T13, T,,) B 2 in R/(Pf( T)). Again by Proposition 3.1 we have Pf( T), 
a1 T12 + a2 T13 + a3 T23, PI T12 + 82 T13 + p3 T23 is a regular R-sequence. 
Now we establish the generic examples. 
PRQPOSITION 3.2. Let n > 3 be an odd integer. Let T be an n x n alter- 
nating generic matrix. Let 
be a 2 x 3 generic matrix and let R = Z[T, X]. Let (T,, al T2 + a2 Ts + 
~31”,239 B,T2+82T3+83Tm A3Tj+A2T,2j+A,T,3j:4<jjn). Then Iis 
grade 3 perfect ideal and 
& Dl DI F:O-----+ F3------+ F2- F,- R 
is a length 3 free resolution of R/I, where rank F3 = 3, rank F2 = n + 2, 
rank F, = n, and 
aI & 0 - T12, 0 T13, ... T13,, 
0 -If,,, -T,,, ... - T12n , 
a3 P3 Tl T2 I; T4 ... T, I 
D1= 
and 
D,= 
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-B,;r,-hT3-83Tm 0 T1 o...(j 
a1 T2+a2T3+a3T123 T, 0 o-*.0 
0 Plf3,- B 2t21-P3 alt31--2k-a3 
d,f,z-A, P1 t32 a1 t32 
A,t,,-A, -P 2t23 -a2f23 T’ 
A3614 P1t34-82t24 alt34--cr2t24 
where T’ consists of columns 4, . . . . n of ‘T= -T, and Di is the determinant of 
the 2 x 2 submatrix of X obtained by deleting the i column. 
Proof. Let J=(T,, T2, T3, T123) and let H=(T,, a,T,+a,T,+ 
6 T123t fi, T2 + &T3 + 83Tu3). 
Let L be the known resolution for R/J (Brown [2, Prop. 4.51) and let K 
be the Koszul resolution for R/H. 
Define an algebra map h: K -+ L induced by the inclusion of H in J and 
determined by the algebra structure on L given in Brown [2, Prop. 4.61, 
and by the choice ho = id, 
1 0 0 0 
h, = 0 a, a2 a3 . [ 1 0 B* 82 83 
Let (ei), (Vj>, (ai>, (w,) denote the chosen bases for LI, L2, L3, and 
Ki , respectively. 
Then 
hAwl) = el 
h,(wz) = ale2 + a2e3 + a3e4 
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also 
i.e., 
and 
MWl A ~3~=B,~e,e,)+Pzl~,e,)+B3~e,e4) 
=(P*t3*-B2t21-83)U1+ i: t81t3j-B2t2j)Uj 
j-2 
M% A w3)=(a1P2- a2Pl)e2e3+(alP3-a3Bl)e2e4 
+ fa2P3 -WU e3e4, 
Finally, 
Therefore the reduced form of the mapping cone of h* gives a resolution 
for R/(H : J). 
c(h*): 0 - Lf - +3 L:@K: cb2 +L:oKp-fJ”-+ K;, 
where 
8,r3,-Bzbl 
O...O -&Tz--BzT3-f?B,Tlz, 
o...o 0 
o...o T, 
a1 t31 - @2tx - @3 
a, I32 
-a2i23 
alb--2t24 
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- TlZ3 0 0 - TZ3d ... --T-*3. 1 0 0 
B3= ; -223 -; 
L23 
-;34 .‘. pu4 0 El BI 
124 ... 1Zn 0 a2 82 
=1 T2 T3 T., . . T, 0 a3 & 1 
Deleting extraneous summands and reordering the basis element as 
necessary we are done. 
Using a similar argument we can prove the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let n > 3 be an odd integer. Let T be an n x II alter- 
nating generic matrix. Let 
be a 2 x 3 generic matrix and let R = Z[ T, X]. Let Z= (T,23, Cf= 1 aiT,, 
CT= I /Ii Ti, A, T,, + A, T,, + A, Tzsj: 4 < j < n). Then, Z is a grade 3 perfect 
ideal and 
D3 D2 & F:O-F,-F,-F,-R 
is a length 3 free resolution of R/Z, with rank F3 = 3, rank Fz =n f 2, 
rank F, = n, and 
D, = 
D,= 
0 T,,, 0-..( 
T 123 0 O---f 
a1 BI -T123 0 0 - T234 **. - T23n 
D,= @2 a2 0 -T123 Q T 134 '." T l3n 1 
QP3 0 0 - Tn.7 -Tm 1.1 - Tnn 1 where T” eansists of the columns 4, ‘*.$aof ‘T= -T,a d .L),is the ter- 
minant of the 2 x 2 ~uhrnatr~~ qf X ~bt~i~~d by deleting the d column. 
PROPOWTON 3.4. Let II > 4 be an even irrteger. Let T be an n x n alter- 
nating generic matrix. Let 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let n > 4 be an even integer. Let T be an n x n alter- 
nating generic matrix. Let 
be a 2 x 3 generic matrix and let R = Z[T, X]. Let Z= (Pf(T), ~1, T12 + 
UZTIZ.+U,TB, PIT~~+~J~T~~+BZT~, A,T,+A,Tzj+A,Tsj: 4< j<n). 
Then Z is a grade 3 ideal and 
D3 D2 Dl F:O- F3------+ F,- F,- R 
is a length 3 free resolution of RfZ, where rank F3 = 3, rank F2 = n + 2, 
rank F, = n, and 
D,= 
D,= 
D,= 
--alT12-a2T13-a3T23 
PI T,2 + P2 T,3 + 8, T23 
A~TM+A~Tx+A,T~~ 
a1 PI T,, T23 0 - T, ... - T,, 
a2 B2 - T12 0 T23 T24 T2n 
-a3 b3 0 -T12 -T,, -T,, ... -T,, 1 - --PI T,2 - 82 T13 - 83 T23 0 Pf( T) o...o 
alT12+a2T13+a3T23 W 7’) 0 o...o 
A3 81 T13 - P2t21 al t3] - a2f2] 
42 81 I32 + 8,121 al132+a3t12 
Al 83t,3-~2t23 -2’23 + a3f13 T’ 
0 83t14-82f24+81134 alt34-a2i24+a3t14 
I 
where T’ consists of the 4, . . . . n columns of ‘T= -T. 
4. APPENDIX 
As a further remark Z state what we do know in the type 4 case. Let Z be 
a perfect, grade 3, type 4 ideal. Assume also that Z may be minimally 
generated by n > 4 elements. 
Let F: 0 + FJ +d3 F2 +d2 F, -+dl R be a minimal free resolution of R/Z. 
Let {e,}i, {v~}~ be b ases of F, and F2, respectively, and assume that 
e,e,=v,, e,e,= -vz, e2e3=v3. By Lemma 3.1 (b), we may also assume 
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that d,(e,), d,(e,), d,(e,) is a regular R-sequence. Let me denote d,(e,) = xi, 
1 Sign, and x=x1, x2,x3. 
LEMMA 4.1. If I is as above, then J = (x : I) is a grade 3, type n - 3 
almost complete intersection. 
Proof: C 13, Lemma 4.11. 
Therefore, using the known structure for almost complete intersection 
ideals of grade 3 and Peskine, Szpiro, Golod techniques [K?], we can give 
the structure for this class of ideals and we .may build a minimai free 
resolution of R/I as a mapping cone of a map which depends, for its 
definition, on an algebra structure on the resolution for R/J. The detaiis are 
in [13]. 
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